1. What is land?

This chapter begins by defining the term 'land' as stated in the Law of Property Act 1925, s. 205(1)(ix). It explains the meaning of land of any tenure, both freehold and leasehold; the extent of land both upwards into the sky and downwards into the earth; corporeal hereditaments including the distinction between fixtures and chattels; incorporeal hereditaments such as rights of way, rights to fishing and hunting, and other intangible rights; and cites relevant cases as examples. It then sketches the rights of landowners to objects found lost or hidden on, or buried within, the land, including the Crown’s rights to treasure.
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If you have purchased a print title that contains an access code, please see the information provided with the code or instructions printed within the title for information about how to register your code.

For questions on access or troubleshooting, please check our FAQs, and if you can't find the answer there, please contact us.